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ABSTRACT

My thesis project, American Standard, comprised of the works Fixtures and Lights Out,
addresses issues surrounding automation by utilizing processes that have rendered the
shift-worker nearly obsolete. In American Standard, I have replaced workers with 3D scanning,
3D printing (Fixtures) and machine learning (Lights Out) to question the ethics surrounding the
current state of labor practices in the United States, while drawing attention to the individuals
that these processes replace. Through this project, I become the archeologist of my own
family’s recent past to show that automated America is not some dystopian fantasy, but rather a
contemporary reality with implications for the psyche of an entire societal class.

The very nature of work in America is changing and along with it the way we view ourselves as
both individuals and a nation. With unemployment on the rise, we are experiencing
psychological repercussions as well as shifts in America’s socio-economic structure. In her
article We Are All Workers, Sarah Banet-Weiser states that, “Historical American mythologies of
rugged individualism, stoicism, and persistence have shaped the symbolic construction of the
male blue-collar worker as the quintessential American man, the self-made individual who
perseveres under hardship, who sees every crisis as an opportunity” (Banet-Weiser 2014, 89).
The way we discuss and respond to technological advancements in manufacturing in the front
half of the 21st century will greatly impact our species relationship to work for generations to
come.

American Standard is both an archeological and anthropological examination of the present that
asks us to consider the implications of automation on America’s working-class and therefore
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society as a whole. Over the past two years, my father and I have revisited the shuttered
American Standard plant where he, and many of his brothers, once worked. In this landscape,
we become the archaeologists of our collective histories through the excavation and
preservation of once functional pottery, the toilets made by skilled laborers at the now
abandoned American Standard factory in Tiffin, Ohio.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

I was raised by skilled laborers in Sycamore, Ohio– smack dab in the middle of the Rust Belt.
Technically a village, Sycamore occupies a total of 0.64 square miles. According to the 2010 US
Census Bureau, 861 people inhabited the area. I left in 2012, encouraged by my parents to
pursue higher education. Others whom I graduated high school with have also left in pursuit of
an education or job opportunities, though many members of this small community are unwilling
or unable to move. Of those who stay and settle down with families, many commute to larger
towns for work– my father is one of those people.

He grew up just outside of Sycamore with his eight siblings; six of whom still live in the tri-county
area. I went to the same schools they did from kindergarten through my senior year. There is a
strong familial tie to the land, and strong community bonds. I am proud of where I am from, and
the many values instilled within me. The value of skilled labor and fine craftsmanship are rooted
in my upbringing, and have become an integral part of my art practice.

The Rust Belt was born on ‘Black Monday’ (September 9th, 1977), when the steel mill in
Youngstown, Ohio, closed its doors and 5,000 men and women were instantly out of work. “The
upper Midwest once attracted the investment necessary to transform the basic parameters of
American society, but since then it has seen trillions of dollars in accumulated regional wealth
leave. The states of the upper Midwest were the heart of American industrial capitalism”
(McQuarrie 2017). This, of course, is no longer the case. The term Rust Belt describes any
location where unemployment has been on the rise since the 1980s, mainly what was once the
industrial heartland of America (Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania). Consisting primarily of our
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nation’s swing states, this term has no real geographical border, but instead, a cultural one.
Because the region is so ill defined it is difficult to gain an accurate perspective on its complex
issues. To fully understand the Rust Belt’s plight, we must consider that, “The economic issue is
not simply the decline in the raw economic and social conditions that prevail in the region, but
the fact of relative marginalization and decline from a position that had been privileged”
(McQuarrie 2017). Amongst citizens, there is a shared disappointment at a lack of promised
opportunity. With the passage of time, how hard one works, and what one earns, no longer
seem correlated.

Figure I: Glory Hole, archival inkjet print, 16” x 20”, 2019
Figure II: Dad’s Silhouette, archival inkjet print, 16” x 20”, 2019
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Many working-class Americans find self-worth through their jobs which oftentimes include
intense physical labor. When jobs vanish, lives are upended and many are left searching for
meaning elsewhere. Job loss not only affects mental stability, but also a person's means for
survival. “Without their structure and support, people suffer psychologically and socially, as well
as financially and even physically” (Yang 2019, 68). I was thirteen when the housing market
crashed, and nearly every adult I knew was suddenly out of work. The facade of the American
dream crumbled before my eyes. Four days before Christmas, American Standard closed its
Tiffin plant. My father, several of his brothers, nephews, in-laws and many others, played a role
in American Standard’s industrial legacy (1899-2007). Figures I and II show what remains of the
factory a decade after shuttering.

When asked about December 21st, 2007, my dad recalled this story:

It was the last day of work, I was working inspection with Mark*. Mark was a big guy, tall
and stocky. Beside us was a Wellington loaded three rows high, six toilets a row.
Wellingtons are like train cars, and our station was their last stop before we rolled them
in front of the kiln to be loaded and fired. The toilets on that cart weren’t the kind you
could buy at Lowes. These were top of the line hotel toilets–Towsends, upwards of five
hundred dollars a piece. Our supervisor came up to us and said, “You still planning on
inspecting that load tonight?” It was our last day, no one was killing themselves to meet
quota. Mark grabbed the sides of that Wellington and pushed it forward as hard as he
could then pulled it back quickly. All eighteen Towsend toilets hit the cement floor and
shattered, nearly nine thousand dollars of merchandise. “All done!”, Mark yelled, sweat
rolling off his nose. Stunned, I looked at him and said, “Don’t get fired on your last day,
this isn’t how you wanna go out, you need your unemployment”. His eyes fixed on the
carnage, Mark said, “That fucking bastard’s been up my ass for five years”. Our
supervisor walked back to his office, he didn’t even say a word.
* Name has been changed to protect the privacy of the individual.
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The Great Recession (2007- 09) led to many ‘last days’ across the country as it shuttered
factories and turned once bustling industrial regions into post-industrial wastelands. In the
1970s, the steel industry collapsed, sending the manufacturing sector into a downward spiral it
has never quite recovered from. Since 2000, five million punch cards have remained
unpunched; four million as a direct result of automation (Yang 2019, 41-42). One of these jobs
belonged to my father– American Standard is dedicated to him.
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CHAPTER II: THE AMERICAN DREAM

Equal opportunity and endless possibility rely on their vagueness to achieve their powerful
promises. This is the assurance of the American dream. The dream is directly tied to economic
prosperity and is often linked to the Greatest Generation and a longing for job security that
mimics the American economy just after World War II. The post-war economy lasted from
roughly 1945-1960; a period in American history marked by prosperity as America became the
world’s richest country (Economic Recovery: Lessons from the Post-World War II Period 2019).
This ideal is problematic as it fails to consider racial and gender disparities, the Civil Rights
Movement, or Second Wave Feminism of the 60s and 70s. To this point, Sarah Banet-Weiser
writes, “Despite the fact that US-based industry has been in rapid decline since the 1970s, and
the divide between the wealthy and the poor continues to grow, the white working-class man
continues to have symbolic power as the heart of America” (Banet-Weiser 2014, 89-90).

The image of a white working-class male remains the stereotypical representation of the
American dream, and yet, with regard to skilled labor, it is this demographic that has been
hardest hit. “Five million manufacturing jobs were lost in the United States between 2000 and
2014. Almost three-quarters of manufacturing workers are male, so these changes
disproportionately hit men without college degrees” (Yang 2019, 125). Virtually no other
occupation requires these exact skills, and so the US job market has become oversaturated
with millions of people who share the same expertise and are vying for a historically low number
of jobs that are rapidly disappearing.
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A region that was once characterized by abundant opportunity is now associated with unpaid
debts and struggling families. Even so, many Americans remain fixated on the dream. During
the Great Recession, when employment rates were abysmal and home ownership unattainable,
many trusted that the economy would self-correct. As Nancy Isenburg succinctly points out, “If
the American dream were real, upward mobility would be far more in evidence” (Isenberg 2016,
319). Oftentimes it seems nearly impossible to get by, let alone rise above. As a collective
nation, the term American dream dredges up imagery of identical suburban homes with
manicured lawns, and 2.5 children. We are more than half a century past that white-washed
standard, yet it remains an unattainable and unrealistic vision.

Steady work is an essential component for upward mobility, but is no longer a guarantee of US
citizenship. “By calling America not just “a” land of opportunity but “the” land of opportunity, we
collectively have made a promise to posterity that there will always exist the real potential of
self-propulsion upward” (Isenberg 2016, 321). This promise seemed much more attainable
during the postwar economy of the 1940s and 50s, when factory work was a reliable source of
lifelong employment. These jobs were often unionized, with good pay, benefits, and a sense of
community. The truth is that today in America, “Job opportunity for all - the myth of full
employment - is just that, a myth. The economy cannot provide employment for everyone, a fact
that is little acknowledged” (Isenberg 2016, 315).

Without the American dream (as outdated and unrealistic as it may be), there is a sense of
hopelessness amongst the working-class. Employment provides structure and fulfillment. I have
seen first hand the depression and anxiety that follows a layoff. To this day, the name ‘American
Standard’ is treated like a curse word in the tri-county area as it symbolizes the betrayal of the
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American dream in my hometown. When traveling across the country and seeing this brand of
toilet, I am conscious of the irony in the name American Standard, and its devastating effects on
the lives of so many people that I love.

Figure III: Holiday Shutdown, archival inkjet print, 20” x 16”, 2019
Figure IV: Employee Restroom, archival inkjet print, 16” x 20”, 2019

I interviewed former American Standard employees over the course of this project, and though
the bitter feelings were strong, there was also a palpable sense of nostalgia and longing– for the
pottery, and also for a time when job security and economic prosperity were real and attainable.
Donald Brandt, a former employee of 34 years, shared that he was “...very angry about the
closing of the plant and still harbors ill feelings towards those that made the decision, but if
given the chance to go back [he] would have”. Brandt had four back surgeries, a fate not
uncommon amongst skilled labourers. His willingness to give American Standard even more of
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his life is evidence that “long-term unemployment is one of the most destructive things that can
happen to a person” (Yang 2019, 186).

Leaving is not easy, or even a possibility, for most. As someone who was able to make a life
elsewhere, I think it is essential to state that my leaving was not solely possible based on my
own hard work and determination. I was able to pursue higher education because of a stable
home life, support from my parents, scholarships, student loans, gender and race. These
advantages are limited, and “The relative few who escape their lower-class roots are held up as
models, as though everyone at the bottom has the same chance of succeeding through
cleverness and hardwork” (Isenberg 2016, 313). While these are invaluable traits for personal
growth, they do not guarantee upwards mobility. This sentiment is what drives my studio
practice and research.
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CHAPTER III: FIXTURES

Figure V: Porcelain Grave, archival inkjet print, 20” x 16”, 2019

When discussing the closure of American Standard with my cousin, Julie Rathburn, she recalled
that many of the younger workers were able to take advantage of retraining programs as part of
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). They became nurses or truck drivers,
while the older workers took what retirement packages were offered. It was middle-aged men
that had the most difficulty; too young to retire and too old to start over. This phrase stuck with
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me, and in December of 2018, my father and I visited the abandoned American Standard plant.
There, we began to excavate broken shards of porcelain from the piles of cement and rebar that
remain onsite over a decade later. In figure V, Porcelain Grave, I document one of many
shallow graves that we combed through collecting artifacts. Figure VI shows a selection of these
fragments laid out in my 2019 installation In Mass.

Figure VI: In Mass, porcelain/PVA/dirt, 65” x 43”, 2019
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Fixtures is an installation piece that establishes a symbolic relationship between my family’s
lived experience and the socio-economic realities of 21st century blue collar work. These
realities include a lack of employment opportunities, dissolution of unions, and a nationwide
divide in political ideologies. A broken porcelain handle unearthed from the site becomes a
surrogate for my father. In the gallery, it stands adjacent to hundreds of digitally fabricated
replicas made of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and porcelain. The PVA handles are piled onto the
floor, arranged to mimic consumer objects in bins at the end of an assembly line. The sculpture
glows from within, revealing the internal support structure that holds each handle together. The
porcelain reproductions hang in a grid on the wall, a backdrop to the original artifact. Each copy
is manufactured through the automated processes of 3D scanning and 3D printing, technologies
frequently used in present day manufacturing. When combined with the original, these newly
minted artifacts erect an abstracted, piecemeal, industrial ruin.

Figures VII & VIII: Fixtures, in progress documentation, 2020

The creation of PVA handles is slow, rhythmic and monotonous. The 3D printers manufacture
each handle autonomously. My role is to remove each finished piece, clean the base, press
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start and occasionally change the filament. With three 3D printers running continuously, I have
created a personal production line within my studio to both understand and memorialize the
shift-worker. Each print takes six and a half hours, not quite a full shift, to complete. Still, I am
tethered to the machine in this repetitive process– not as a line-worker, but as both production
manager and engineer. Automation fundamentally changes the skill set needed to be an asset
in the manufacturing sector, and is directly tied to factories operating with a smaller workforce.

Figure IX: Fixtures, in progress documentation, 2020
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The creation of the porcelain replicas was far more tedious, a performative act of endurance.
Using one ceramic 3D printer, each porcelain ‘print’ took nine minutes to form. Still, the entire
process was much longer and far more laborious then the plastic ‘prints’. The ceramic printer is
more prone to print failures and each finished handle had to be smoothed manually before
undergoing a forty-eight hour drying process. A skilled potter is necessary even with the
automatization of pottery production.

Unloading the final batch of porcelain ‘prints’ for Fixtures from the gas kiln, I remembered my
dad’s final day at American Standard, and all of those broken Townsend toilets. Unfired before
their inevitable destruction, I think of the many hands that molded, smoothed and finished each
object. Over a decade since their shattering, even fewer hands are required in the construction
of consumer objects.
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CHAPTER IV: LIGHTS OUT

Lights out manufacturing is a term used to define a fully automated factory that requires no
human presence on site. Without humans, there is no human error. Operating without heating,
air conditioning, lunch breaks or unions, it is an attractive model for many companies due to its
promise of low operating costs and improved efficiency.

Figure X: Lights Out, exhibition proposal, 2020

In my video installation, Lights Out (figure X), I utilize machine learning to render visible the
intangible state of America’s labor force, specifically the repercussions of automation on the
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working-class. The portraits in Lights Out are not real people, rather, they are deep fakes
created by artificial intelligence utilizing a neural network. A neural network consists of a set of
algorithms that are designed to recognize patterns and can adapt to produce the best possible
results. The neural network that created the portraits for Lights Out was trained using a dataset
of 50,000 pictures of factory workers that I sourced through Facebook. I began with my father’s
Facebook profile picture, then clicked on his friends list. If they listed a factory as their employer,
I saved their image then clicked on their friends list. This process was repeated until I curated a
dataset with enough factory workers to train my neural network. It is through this process of
culling and repetition that I trained the machine to visualize those it has replaced by employing
these found identities to teach the algorithm to see, interpret and generate its own assembly of
laborers. As the neural network is fed more portraits to analyze, its deep fakes become more
believable (figure XI), resulting in a virtual, synthetic labor force of 60,000 - one ‘worker’ for each
factory shuttered in America since 2000.

Figure XI: Lights Out, sample of training dataset, 2020
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Once the neural network completed its task, I manually organized each image into animated
columns that slowly shift up and down the gallery wall. The monotonous, machine-like rhythm
created by this vertical assembly line mimics that of a conveyor belt, symbolically placing the
portraits in dialog with capitalist commodities. The accompanying industrial soundscape is made
up of found and collected recordings of automotive plants. The metallic repetition fades in and
out of the forefront of your consciousness, transporting the viewer into a meditative state.
Through video and audio, I intend to transfix my audience, creating an experience akin to that of
a line-worker.

Factory workers are now employed to keep machines operational (engineers) and oversee
manufacturing (managers). These remaining employees are no longer valued by the skill of their
hands, but rather specialized knowledge to keep the robots operational. Unfortunately, many
working-class Americans do not have access to the college education necessary to compete for
the small pool of factory jobs available today. The vocational on-the-job training that would have
qualified them in the past has become irrelevant.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION

Not all factory work is gone, but the jobs that remain come with far less economic security and
societal value. Even when employed, workers are constantly reminded that they can be
replaced by machines or those with higher levels of education.

Less than six months after my father was laid off from the pottery, he found work at a plant in a
neighboring county that manufactures the rubber parts used in automobiles. This factory work
came with far fewer benefits, lower pay, and no union. He works overtime most days and gets
only two Sundays off a month. I asked him about his workload once and he stressed the
difference between a job and a career, noting, “Work is work and family is family. I do one so
that I can have the other. With a career you take your job home. When I leave the plant, I am
done thinking about work– I get to go home and enjoy everything I have that I love”. The
working-class work because they must. The lives they have built, the economy and the 1%
depend on it. “Class defines how real people live. They don’t live the myth. They don’t live the
dream” (Isenberg 2016, 312). As the dream seems harder and harder to reach and reality is
being turned upside down for skilled laborers across the country, we are faced as a nation with
many difficult questions. How do humans compete with machines in a market that values
efficiency above all? What replaces work?

American Standard brings these questions to light. By introducing pseudo-blue collar workers
into a gallery setting, American Standard facilitates a discussion around current labour practices
and the economic realities of our times. Fixtures is a counter-monument that symbolically
represents the loss of manufacturing jobs, largely due to automation and outsourcing, while
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Lights Out v isualizes their replacements through the training of artificial intelligence and the use
of deep fakes. In tandem, they speak to the former and current states of manufacturing in
America, as well as the future trajectory of skilled labor in this country.

American Standard was inspired by my familial experience with the devastating psychological
and economic effects of mass layoffs. The installation honors the working-class through its
representation of a virtual labor force in combination with the non-functional utilitarian objects
left behind by former employees. Ceaseless repetition by means of projection, sculpture and
industrial soundscape, memorialize the digital age of mechanical reproduction. As
advancements in technology bring us closer to human obsolescence in manufacturing, it is
increasingly important to reflect on those who have already been affected. American Standard
ensures the voice of my father, and the millions of other displaced laborers, are represented.
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